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Life sciences have undergone an immense transformation during the recent years, where advances in genomics, proteomics and other high-throughput techniques produce floods of raw data that need to be stored, analysed and interpreted in various ways. Biology and medicine have become information sciences and new areas of comparative biology have opened. Bioinformatics is crucial by providing tools to efficiently utilize these gold mines of data in order to better understand the roles of proteins and genes and to spark ideas for new experiments.

BioGrid is an effort to establish a Nordic grid infrastructure for bioinformatics, supported by NDGF (Nordic DataGrid Facility). BioGrid aims both to gridify computationally heavy tasks and to coordinate bioinformatic infrastructure efforts in order to use the Nordic resources more efficiently. Hitherto, the widely used bioinformatic software packages BLAST and HMMer have been gridified. Furthermore, the multiple sequence alignment programs ClustalW, MAFFT and MUSCLE have been made available on the grid. Regarding databases, the frequently used databases UniProtKB and UniRef have been made available on the distributed and cached storage system within the Nordic grid. A system for database updating has been deployed in a virtual machine hosted by NDGF. The database PairsDB updates are currently being run on BioGrid & M-grid resources. Further applications are in the pipeline to be gridified including molecule dynamics and phylogeny calculations.

The BioGrid has already contributed to provide computational power for analysis of the medium-chain dehydrogenase/reductase (MDR) superfamily. The size and complexity of this superfamily has recently been shown to far surpass the means of subclassification that have traditionally been employed for this task. Instead, more computationally demanding methods must be employed, such as profile Hidden Markov Models, implemented in the HMMer package.

The presentation will describe BioGrid from a user perspective.